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Endangered New Mexico Historic Places
Reported by Jon Hunner

T

he New Mexico Heritaqe Preservation Alliance announces the list of the Most
Endanoered Historic Places in New Mexico for the Year 2000. New Mexico's most
endang-ered places for this year are: the AT&SF Locomotive Shops in Albuquerque;
the Bosques of New Mexico. statew ide; the Bridge of the Hidalgos. Santa Fe; the
Civilian Conservation Corp's Stonework on the Santa Fe River. Santa Fe; the
Cumbres-Toltec Railroad. Rio Arriba County; EI Morro National Monument, Cibola
County; Fort Selden. Dona Ana County; Fort Stanton. Lincoln County; Hispanic
Heritage of Northern New Mexico. Rio Arriba. Santa Fe. and Taos Counties; Kneeling
Nun. Grant County; and the Mesquite Historic District. Las Cruces.
Similar to last year. the selection process beg-an in Aug-ust 1999 with a call for
public nominations. Twenty-eight nominations came in to the Public History
Program at New Mexico State University which organized the process. From the
nominations. a selection committee composed of members of the N.M. Heritag-e
Preser vation Allianc e met and chose the eleve n most endangered places named
above. In addition to selectinq the Year 2000 list. the com mittee also revisited last
year's list and decided that even though proqress has occurred in protecting- those
places. four from last year warranted continued watching. These places are the
historic districts of Mesilla and West Las \7e~as . the Manhattan Project building-s.
a nd San Gabriel de Yung-e.
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Friends of the Cum bres & Toltec
Scenic Railroad Affiliate to Operate
the Historic Railroad
Commission Awards Five-Year Contract to
Nonprofit Rio Grande Railway Preservation Corporation

O n March tst in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. The Cumbres & ToItec Scen ic
Railroad Commi ssion awarded a contract
to operate the railroad to the Rio Grande
Railway Preser vation Corporation. an
affiliated supporting- organization of the
Friends of the Cumbres & ToItec Scenic
Railroad. The lease is for five years , with
the option of two five-year renewals .
Warren Smalley, a Friends director and
president of the new org-anization. said
that "we opened on schedule Memorial
Day weekend." In addition to Smalley.
direc tors of the affiliate are John West.
vice president; Richard Cowles. treasurer;
Joseph Vigil. assistant treasurer; and
Geoffrey Gordon. secretary. Cowles and
Gordon are also Friends directors. The
new corporation will put a paid staff in
place. hirin~ many of the sam e professionals who have served with such dedication over the years. The Friends Board
of Directors elects the board of the Rio
Grande Railway Preservation Corporation and administers the ~rants to the
new corporation.
The search for a new operator beg-an
after the commission terminated the
operating- lease of the C&TSRR Corporation in October 1999 for breach of contract,
including-failure to maintain the railroad

property. In response to the commission's
Request for Proposal (RFP) issued on
November 13. 1999 . the commission
announced at its December 12 meetingthat four proposals to operate the railroad
had been received : Chippewa North western. Lincoln. Nebraska ; Old Santa Fe
Land & Cattle. Ltd.. Albuquerque. New
Mexico ; Rail Ventures, Louisville.
Colorado; and The White Pass & Yukon.
Skagway. Alaska . The commission's
selection committee found the four proposals to be sig-nificantly noncompliant.
The selection proc ess was continued in
order to g-ive the four org-anizations the
opportunity to am end their proposals
and to allow other rail op erators who did
not meet the ori g-ina l deadline the
chance to subm it proposals. On
December 21. an amendment was issued
by the commission to address questions and concerns of bidders and ot her
interested org-anizations. and January 12.
2000. was set as the proposal submission
deadline.
The deadline was later extended to
January 19. 2000 .

Originally print ed in Sprin g 2000 issue of
C& TS Dispatch.
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Circa 1870s Fort Sel den. For a look at Fort Selden today see p .5
(Photographic Archives. New Mexico State Uni versity . Las Cru ces)

Histor ic plac es in New Mexico are
endangered by both short and lon g
term threats. The menaces to this year's
Most Endangered Historic Places follow:
1) Because of its pro ximity to downtown Albuquerque. the Locomotive
Shops are a prime piece of real estate.
Sinc e selec ted to th e list. The Wheels
Museum ha s purchased the property.
and it is now planning- to transform the
site into a transportation museum.
2) The Bosques of New Mexico are
threatened by modern water management policies that provide abundant
water for ag-riculture but that also preve nt floodin q. To allo w cottonwoods to
g-erminate. floods are essential; how ever. since the last g-reat Rio Grande flood
of 1941 . no floodinq have oc curre d in
th e middle Rio Grande bosques.
Furth ermore. some caretakers of the
waterways mow all the land between
the river an d the leve es and thus . tre es
and shrubs are not allowed to ~row.
3) The Bridge of the Hidalgos serves
Rosario Hill. one of the oldest neig-hborhoods in Santa Fe. As a small residential
bridqe. it is not a priority for the city. It
needs maintenance and pres ervation. A
recent automobile accident has furth er
damag-ed the structure.
4) The Civilian Conservation Corps
Stonework on the Santa Fe River has

two threats. First . the stonework is
deteriorating. Some stone s have been
displaced by floods and are located
downstream . Foundations are expo sed
and banks are erodinq. Second. in view
of the improvements taking place
downstream . development is potentially a much more destructive threat.
Without awareness of the si~nificance
of this stretch of the river, maintenance
work might be desi gned in a way that
would also threaten the pre ser vation of
this remnant of New Deal activities in
New Mexico .
5) Last year, the states of New
Mexico and Colorado ca nce led the
operator's lease for th e CumbresToItec Railroad due to poor manaqemenr. Jack of preservation. and lack of
increase in safety precautions. The line
has become dilapidated because of
poor maintenance. Since being- placed
o n the list, the lease for th e railroad
was g-ra n te d to th e Friends of the
Cumbres-Toltec Railroad.
6) The valley where EI Morro sits is
in dang-er of dev elopmen t. To protect its
view shed and preserve the cultural
landscape that is a vital part of EI
Morro , publicity about the threats are
needed. Additionally. many of th e
inscriptions are erodinq away.
(continued on p. 5 col. 1 fir)
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The C&TSRRsteams north from Chama , New Mexi co towards the m ountain passes
and on to Antonito, Colorado. (Con ran & Woo ds Archi tects Collection)

Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad
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The "Abominable Stench" of Rotting Corpses:
Protecting Public Health by Exiling New Mexico's Dead, 1804-1850
Martina E. Will
The winning paper submitted to the Historical Society of New Mexico
Myra Ellen Jenkins Scholarship Proqram 2000

In Aug-ust 1825, the ayuntamiento of
Santa Cruz made a last-ditch effort to
end th e practice of burying their dead
in the cemetery. In a letter to vicar don
Manuel de Jesus Rada , the officials said
that they spoke for the entire parish,
which had been most "discontent and
disconsolate" since receipt of the royal
decree banning- church burials. 1 The
Spanish crow n had banned the burial of
cadavers inside churches and had
required the construction of cemeteries
outside of towns in 1804. Intransig-ent in
contending- that sub-floor burials
endang-ered public health. the crown
sent and re-sent the reforms to the
American colonies, each time citingadditional reasons to warrant their
implementation. Despite the formidable alliance of crown and church in
promoting these reforms, it was almost
fifty years before Hispanos surrendered
the custom of church burials to these
modernizing- dictares.i'
Like
many Spanish
subjects ,
Hispanos received the succession of
decrees
and
regulations
with
resistance.P Indeed. each new decree
only served to underscore the ineffectualness of the previous legislation.
While intellectuals in Spain published
volumes explaining the reforms' public
health benefits and vaunting ancient
Roman antecedents. popular preference for sub-floor burials endured. New
Spain's viceroy in Mexico City,
Durango's bishop, priests in recently
secularized parishes, franciscan friars,
and residents at the periphery of Spain's
empire were all drawn into a fifty-year
dialogue of power as they negotiated
an acceptable space for the dead." As
the local representatives of the church ,
New Mexico's clergy were placed in the
awkward position of enforcing these
unpopular reforms which in turn
reduced parish incomes. Some priests
ignored the reforms while others only
selectively implemented them . Town
councils and clerics wrote letters to officials explaining the impossibility of
implementing the reforms in New
Mexico, and individuals protested the
reforms by including among their last
requests that they be buried inside the
church. In New Mexico, the debate over
the cemetery reforms did not end with
independence but endured well into the
mid-nineteenth century, when the dead
were finally relegated to the new suburban or "ventilated" cemeteries.P
Hispanos' resistance to changin~
where they buried their dead stemmed
from beliefs that linked burial location
to salvation. According to Catholic
eschatology the manner in which the
body was buried was crucial to the
afterlife. The practice of burying the
dead inside churches originated in the
belief that burial in proximity to the
sacred would facilitate salvation and
reduce the time a soul had to spend in
pur~atory.6 The Council of Trent had
affirmed the primacy of burial in clarifying that the physical body would
indeed be resurrected with Christ's second cominq. 7 Therefore, despite its
inevitable decomposition . the body in a
sense endured beyond this life, as it
would be resurrected for the last judgment. The physical and the spiritual
would be reunited.
Churches reflected the integration of
the spiritual and the temporal worlds.
Here , the priest transformed the host
into Christ's body and the dead mingled
with the Iivinq. The church's exterior

2

reflected this convergence, with graveyards situated ri~ht outside the
entrance. One eighteenth-century visitor to
New
Mexico described
Albuquerque's San felipe de Neri
church as actually being inside the
cernetery''. Inside the church. the living and the dead commingled in an
even more pronounced way. The tradition of sub-floor burial meant that people worshipped surrounded by the
bones and ashes of their ancestors and
friends. The areas closest to the altar
and within chapels were the most spiritually advantageous places for interment. while spots near the entrance
were the least desirable. Burial location
determined not only the cost of interment but also the amount of intercession a soul could expect to receive from
the Virgin or a favorite saint. The dead
lay in proximity to the sacred. and the
living were reminded of their own mortality as they trod on the unmarked
~raves of family and neighbors.
At the same time that the cemetery
reforms attaczed centuries of tradition
and deep-seated beliefs, the promotion
of ventilated cemeteries threatened this
timeless coexistence of material and
spiritual worlds. 9 Suddenly, it was
impossible to receive the anticipated
benefits from the heavenly court. In
addition to the disturbinq implications
for the afterlife that this change held, the
removal of burials to the outskirts of
town undermined the physical link
between the liVing and the dead. No
longer could one feel confident that
one's bones were deposited in the protected floor of the church until the
Resurrection.
The cemetery reforms were one of a
series of reforms aimed at modernizing
and secularizlnq Spanish American soctety.lO While Bourbon reformers sought
to reduce the church's power, they were
also g-enuinely concerned with ideas of
science. reason. progress. and modernity. Public health was where all of these
notions came together. Here , reformers
could apply science and reason in pursuit of progress and modernity. In the
case of the cemetery reforms. public
health legislation also dovetailed nicely
with efforts to reduce church power.
The crown explained the cemetery
reforms in terms of public health and
hygiene, the product of enlightened
thlnkinq
and
scientific
inquiry.
Eighteenth-century medicine conferred
on doctors the capacity to treat society's
infirmities and to prevent disease .
Doctors rather than priests were mcreasing-Iy viewed as essential to life and
death matters, as "the concepts of sicaness and of death were separated from
the religious; reason 'desanctifled' illness. including death itself."ll Medical
experts and urban administrators alike
seized upon air and related environmental and climatic conditions as the
crucial means of preventing sickness. In
particular, miasmic theories of disease
warned that contagion spread through
the poor circulation of air. which did not
allow for the dissipation of fetid smells.
Thus, experts drew a connection
between stench and disease and the
odors that permeated towns were
deemed responsible for epidemics.
Just as the circulation of air in the
city was necessary for health, conversely. it was the inactivity of vital bodily fluids that caused cadavers to decay.
Spanish physician Joseph de Aranda y
Marzo argued that "It is evident from
experience that pestilence is born of the

decay of cadavers, or intensely fetid
putrefaction of some ponds which due
to ventilation cause the rise of poisonous, corrupting vapors that take the
resources of the livinq."12 Physician
Sebastian Jose Lopez Ruiz condemned
the practice of sub-floor burials, arguing that the poor ventilation of the
churches was only exacerbated by the
use of candles and the fact that the
church doors were closed much of the
day. He recommended the use of
incense. Gregorian chants, and bells to
clear the air and restore its elasticity, but
above all advocated outdoor burials
removed from population centers.I-'
To attenuate the health risks of rotting
corpses. the crown decreed that new
cemeteries be established in areas
enjoying optimum climatic and environmental conditions. including exceptional ventilation and superior soils. 14
King Carlos III first banned the practice of indoor burials in Spain in April
1787. reasoning that sub-floor burials
jeopardized public health.15 To reduce
the risks entailed by corpses decomposing in proximity to the living. the decree
instructed that cemeteries be constructed away from population centers. Within
two years . the crown ordered the
colonies to report on the feasibility of
constructing suburban cemeteries.
Hispanos ignored the decree. No record
survives of its arrival or any New
Mexican responses to the king. 16 If New
Mexico was anything liRe the rest of
Spanish America. the cedula reached
New Mexico but local authorities simply
ignored its instructions. 17 As a result. in
1798, the crown issued an edict reiteratin~ the instructions of the previous
decade.
In 1799. Durango's Bishop francisco
Gabriel de Olivares y Benito followed
up on this decree by instructing New
Mexico's parishes to send him a detailed
report on their burial practices. 18 Only
three New Mexican parishes responded
to the bishop's request. Santa fe's parish
priest, Jose Bivian de Ortega. assured
the bishop that the parish church. along
with Santa Fe's chapels dedicated to
Our Lady of Guadalupe, Our Lady of
Light , and San Miguel, would be more
than adequate to bury cadavers even in
a time of epidemic. Praising the quality
of the soil on which these churches had
been built, Ortega guaranteed the
bishop that these buildings all enjoyed
superior ventilation. Like Ortega .
Albuquerque's fray Ambrosio Guerra
saw no dangers to public health .19
fray Jose Mariano Rosete's reply from
Santa Cruz was much less optimistic.
Although the church's transept enjoyed
"ordinary" ventilation, Rosete asserted
that "even if the buildinq had superior air
circulation, this would be worthless. for
the church floor is so covered with bones
that one could nowhere dig open a space
without releasing an abominable
stench.,,20 The only solution to this dangerous situation, according to Rosete.
was the construction of an adobe pantheon in the campo santo, presumably to
provide a desirable sacred space outdoors that would impel people to follow
the decree.21 But Rosete immediately
dismissed this solution due to the
tremendous poverty of the community
and the scarce funds within the parish
coffers.22
Notwithstanding the lackluster
response, in 1804 King Carlos IV extended the cemetery reforms to Spain's
overseas possessions. The cedula asserted that disobedience to the cemetery

reforms would only defile God's house
and jeopardize public health. Priests
were to "understand the merit they will
~ain in contributing to this laudable
end , my only objective being the
greater decorum and decency of the
churches, and the public health which
so concerns me."23
Despite the new law, New Mexico's
extant wills reveal that the popular preference for burial within churches
endured. 24 In the period from 17601830. 87 percent of New Mexican testators requested that they be buried in a
particular chapel or church. 25 When
Juana Romero made her wiII in 1762, she
was very clear as to where her lifeless
body should be placed: at the altar of
San Antonio in the parish church of
Santa fe .26 Two decades later. Marina
de Jesus Baca made a similar request,
aSRing that her body be buried in the
transept of the military chapel of Our
Lady of Light. In 1815. when feliciana
Paula Ortiz y Bustamante of Santa Fe
made her will, she was similarly careful
to specify where she be buried: near the
altar of San Jose in Santa fe .27 Clearly.
adherence to tradition was strongdespite the prohibition on sub-floor burials. Even in the capital city of Santa Fe,
wealthy and poor testators alike disreg-arded the new cemetery regulations.
Two years after the 1804 cedula,
Durango's Bishop francisco Gabriel de
Olivares y Benito sent Hispanos an edict
of his own. The bishop supported each of
the points raised by the cedula and gave
as a model the newly constructed cemetery of Durango's Santa Ana Cathedral. In
addition to describinq the kin~'s deep
personal concern for his subjects, Bishop
Olivares portrayed obedience to the
crown's legislation as a final act of
Catholic charity. But good will was not
enough to ensure obedience. and the
bishop promised to sanction priests who
disobeyed. Henceforth, any priest or sacristan found burying a corpse in a church
without license from the bishop would
be penalized with suspension of office.
far from the Cathedral Chapter in
Durango, Hispanos adhered to their spiritual values by continuing in their former practices. Despite efforts to promote
ventilated cemeteries. it was not until
the late 18305that significant numbers of
New Mexican testators began to request
cemetery burials. 28 Indeed, the great
unpopularity of the cemetery reforms
and the difficulty in implementing them
across the span of Spanish America
necessitated their repetition even as
power shifted from the king to the Cortes
of Cadiz. In 1813, the Cortes ordered that
within the space of a month, all places
lacking cemeteries begin makin~ the
necessary arrangements for construction of provisional cemeteries until such
time as permanent ventilated cemeteries
could be constructed. 29
Despite these efforts, upon the return
of the monarchy the same issues confronted the Ring. Therefore , Kingfernando VII in 1819 again issued a
cedula banning the practice of church
burials. It was the last of these cedulas
that finally elicited a response in New
Mexico . In December 1819, Durango's
Bishop Juan francisco Marquez de
Castaniza forwarded this most recent
decree throughout his diocese .30
Henceforth , corpses were to be
removed in a public cart to the new
ventilated cemeteries. The dead would
no longer be
interred six, eight. up to ten in a
single plot. without separation of

the sexes, burying secular and
re~ular eleroy with those who are
not [clercy) in the same space and
mixinq up the cadavers and
respectable remains of those
anointed by God with others in
the same space. which the sacred
rites prohibit. 3 1
Referrin~ back to the documents of
1787 and 1804, the cedula reminded
the parishes of the rules to follow in
establishing the new cemeteries. 32
Space should be adequate to accommodate burials anticipated in an averace
five -year period plus sufficient land for
"extra o rd in a ry circumstances."33 The
instructions were meticulous. In calculatin~ the space needed. the kin~
instructed that parishes fi~ure that
there would be two bodies placed in
each burial plot. After three years
decomposition would allow for new
burials in these same plots. Thus, as in
his concern for public health . the kin~
took a rational. scientific approach in
addressinq the construction of the new
cemeteries, citinq population fi~ures
and calculating- the rate of decomposition in planning the new ventilated
cemeteri es. 34
In the bishop's instructions to New
Mexico. he stressed the need for obedience out of respect for God, to safeg-uard public health. and "out of the loyalty owed to the Kin~."35 Bishop
Cestaniza stressed that if people had a
true understandinq of death . they
would recognize that the location of
one's burial was irrelevant. Echoing- theoloqical texts. he asserted that the
reforms served as a useful reminder of
the nothingness of the body. And less
than two years before Mexican independence. Castafuza contended that
obedience to God's appointed on earth.
the Spanish king-, was far more critical
to ensuring one's salvation than where
one was interred. 36
In contrast to the past. the church
hierarchy now deemed it "disrespectful"
and "profane" to bury the dead inside
the house of God . ~ain, priests were to
be the harbing-ers of this new approach
to death. It was the responsibility of the
priests to instruct their parishioners in
the new doctrine. and to communicate
how indecorous it is that in the
temple of our Lord . which should
be adorned with the most exquisite of our decorations and perfumed with the most delicate
incenses. one experiences the
rather frequent indecencies of
running in to the bones of the
dead in the churches. and one is
unable to enter them [the churches] due to the terrible odor of
decay which is in the air...and
threaten[s] the health of the
towns. 37

Castafiiza's description of the danairs resulting from the decayinq
corpses beneath the churches clearly
echoed the eig-hteenth-century discourse
on public health . Lihe his predecessor,
Castaniza fully endorsed the kin~'s
reforms.38

~erous

For the residents of San ta Cruz, the
bishop's explanation did little to
improve their reqard for the royal
decree. which represented a jarring
breaR with local customs. Santa Cruz's
burial books indicate that most people
were buried inside the church prior to
the decree's receipt in March 1821. 39 In
the three year period of 1819 - 1821. 93
people were buried in the parish . Of
this number. only two were buried outside of the church until mid-1821. 40
But beqinninq in March 1821. the previously meticulous cleric Juan Tomas
Terrazas became sloppy in recordingburial places. his entries suddenly very
imprecise . This vaqueness lasted for
almost three months. su~~estin~ that
perhaps he continued to bury the
town's dead in the church and was
deliberately oblique in his citations.
A few years later. when Manuel Rada
replaced Terrazas. obedience-selective

or otherwise-was replaced with outrig-ht opposition . Perhaps hoping to find
in the new and less remote ~overnment a
sympathetic response or emboldened by
the new vicar's arrival. Santa Cruz's
ayuntamiento protested the cemetery
reforms within a few years of Mexican
independence. Clearly coqnizant of the
lo~ic behind the cemetery reforms. the
people of Santa Cruz used the lan~ua~e
of public hyg-iene and secular concerns
in their effort to nullify the reforms. They
stated their case carefully. expressing
concern with public health and the
impact the reforms had on the church's
coffers ."!
Peassurinq the vicar that "few people
die in New Mexico" and "little or no
pestilence is seen here due to the natural
health of the country." the ayuntamiento informed Rada of the adversity they
had encountered in adherinq to the
reforms. In the winter it was most troublesome to bury cadavers outside, due to
the ~round's hardness and the layer of
ice cocerinq the soil. 42 It was only with
the ~reatest difficulty that ~raves were
du~ outside during the approximately
six months of winter. Forced to work
outdoors in the harsh climate of the
northern New Mexico winter. the
reforms actually jeopardized the health
of the unfortunate ~rave-dig-qers.43 The
letter claimed that at times the cold was
so severe tha t the qrave-di~qers' tools
broke. Finally, turning the very Ioqic of
the legislation against itself. the ayuntamiento maintained that corpses lay
unburied for dangerously long periods
of time as a result of the reforms .
Expressing deep concern for public
health as a result of these unburied
corpses and the rigors of diggin~ ~raves
outside. Santa Cruz's municipal ~overn
ment closed its petition to the vicar..44
Powerless to grant an exception to
legislation that he may have found
equally odious. Rada forwarded the
concerns of the ayuntamiento to his
superiors in the Cathedral Chapter of
Durango. 45 The praqmatic and legalistic
response that the people of Santa Cruz
eventually received affirmed the new
ways and informed the ayuntamiento
that Santa Cruz would in no way be
exempt from the new practice. which
had been adopted throughout Spanish
America. Notwithstandtnq the difficulties
that outdoor burial presented to the
people of Santa Cruz. the benefits of ventilated cemeteries were far ~reater than
these challenges. according to the
response of ecclesiastical officials.
Shortly after Santa Cruz's appeal to
the Diocese of Durango. the Mexican
government affirmed the cemetery
reforms issued under the crown. And
Durango's bishop Castaruza promoted
these policies by sendinq Visitor General
Agustin Fernandez San Vicente to New
Mexico . After secularizlnq Abiquiu.
Belen, Taos. San Juan. and Vado in April
1826. Fernandez San Vicente in May disclosed that it was his "foremost amonc
my duties...to see to the establishment
of ventilated cemeteries throughout
this territory. which has been repeatedly
ordered."46 Indeed. the Spanish government had repeatedly ordered this
reform. and the federal government of
Mexico had affirmed it as well. 4 7 San
Vicente's notice circulated throughout
New Mexico. Although it referred only
in the vaquest lanquaqe to "the ills" that
the ~overnment soug-ht to avoid with
this legislation. by now it was clear precisely what was meant by these words. 48
That the legislation chafed northern
Hispanos is apparent not only in the formal protest of Santa Cruz's citizens but
also in parish correspondence from the
period. Father Jose Luis Rodriguez of
Santa Fe advised Albuquerque's Father
Jose Francisco Leyva to comply with
the constitutional ~overnment's position on cemeteries. Rodriguez was
emphatic in his letter. instructinq Leyva
to conform to the requlatlons as soon as

possible. He directed Leyva to inform
his parishioners of the reforms. beinq
sure to explain their benefits carefully.
As parish priest . it was Leyva's
responsibility to eliminate local opposition and make sure that the reforms
succeeded in their principal goal of
"protecting the towns from corruption."49 The discord that reigned within Leyva's parish and person is palpable
in Rodriguez's letter:
It is necessary that you place
yourself in accord with this illustrious constitutional ~overn
ment, and that you hurry...in
order to expedite compliance
with the circular promulqated by
this government on May 10th. If
you encounter any difficulties. it
is your duty as parish priest to
smooth out these difficulties
through your prudent exhortations to your parishioners. rnaking them see the benefits that all
will enjoy with the continuation
of the campo santo in a ventilated site .50
Rodri~uez's tone su~~ests that Leyva
or his parishioners had not exactly
embraced the reforms. In any event.
since the reforms predated the 1826 circular by over two decades. it is clear that
until now the legislation had not been
reqarded with the requisite gravity.
In 1833. the Mexican government
added to the considerable volume of
leg-islation on the topic of sub-floor
burials by issulnq yet another circular.
which reached New Mexico in July. This
notice addressed the onqoinq practice
of burying- young children inside reli~ious communities. Priests were clearly
the front-line of defense of the new
values . and were a~ain instructed to
redouble their efforts in support of the
le~islation. In addition to defying both
the religious and the civil laws of the
nation. sub-floor burials were detrimental
to the public welfare and counter to the
respect due places of worship. Noting
that the inconvenience of following
burial requletions was considerably less
than the inconvenience of disease. the
vice president demanded that church
and civil officials enforce existinq ecclesiastical and civil laws with ~reater
zeal. 5 1 The alternative was to battle the
ravages of cholera as in Cuba .52
Clearly. despite the promulqation of
repeated decrees and circulars emphasizing the importance of the "new" re~
ulattons, communities in New Mexico
and elsewhere were reticent to change
where they interred their dead.
Despite the tncreasinq persistence of
both religious and secular officials to
enforce the cemetery reforms. most
Hispanos continued to prefer the traditional church burial. Well into the 1840s.
the majority of Hispanos requested that
they be buried in a particular church or
chapel. Of the 46 extant wills from the
period 1820-1850, only twelve people
(26 percent) requested burial in a cemetery or campo santo. In contrast. from
1760-1820, only 2 of 78 testators (just
over 2 percent) had requested a cemetery burial. While survivors were not
always able to honor the dyin~ wishes
of friends and family, it is significant
that the ideal of church burial endured
through the Mexican period. Notwithstanding the ~rowin~ contact with outsiders and the onqoina secularization of
New Mexican society. most Hispanos
still hoped to promote their salvation by
being buried as close as possible to the
altar, in a favorite chapel or church.
Although by the 1830s most of the population had to be well aware of the
~rowing impossibility of fulfilling such
requests. their wills are testament to the
enduring resonance of the old ideals
among Hispanos.
But chang-e was in the air. In this
same period. testators beqan removing
themselves from the post-mortem decision-making- process. perhaps concedin~ defeat to the new ways. A ~rowin~
proportion of testators from 1820-1850

did not specify where they wished to be
buried or requested only a "humble burial." Three (6.5 percent) testators left the
decision to their children. spouse. or
other survivors. These figures are in
sharp contrast to the previous six
decades. when only two men deferred
burial decisions to their surviving- wives
and only two men requested "humble"
burials. with no further specifics. The
entries of the burial books are far more
ambiguous than the wills . a result of the
tremendous variance amonq priests in
recording entries. The burial books from
Santa Cruz and Santa Fe. for example.
only occasionally provide information
on burial location. with priests and friars
alike noting- simply "ecclesiastical burial" in individual entries. It is therefore
impossible to make broad. comprehensive comparisons of burial practices
over time due to the lack of uniformity
in burial bOORS.
Only in Albuquerque were the
records for select years more complete.
including. to varying degrees . dependin~ on the priest in charge. the
deceased's name. ethnicity. a~e. burial
location, and funeral arranqements.
Table A shows three-year "snapshots" of
the parish's burial practices. taken at
thirty-year intervals and indicating
absolute numbers as well as percentages of total burials.
TABLE A: Burial Locations in the
Parish of Albuquerque. 1760-1850 53
BURIAL 1760-1762 1791, 1794-95 1819·1821 1848-1850
LOCATION 47entries
57 entries 135entries
221
entries
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Cemetery
199
0
or Campo
121
8
(17)
(0)
(90)
(90)
Santo
Inside
Church or
Chapel

33
(70)

28
(49)

13
(1 0)

10
(5)

Burial
Location Not
Specified

6
(13)

29
(51)

1
«1)

12
(5)

The predominance of burials
indoors was strong in the early period.
until 1819-1821, when fully 90 percent
of parishioners were buried in the
cemetery or campo santo. There are no
discernible differences in burial accordin~ to ~ender. ethnicity (where available), season. or receipt of last rites.
Children of Spanish vecirios were
buried alonqside foundlings and Ute
servants, suggestin~ that burial in New
Mexico was a remarkably eg-alitarian
practice, in contrast to Spain and much
of colonial Spanish America. The shift
in burial practices took place at precisely the time when the burial records are
most ambiguous. at the end of the ei~h
teenth century. More than half of the
burial records reviewed from the 1790s
do not indicate where the corpse was
interred . While this silence may be simple clerical oversiqht, it is likely that the
records are at times deliberately vaque
in order to hide the continued practice
of sub-floor burials .54
By 1848 the transition to the new
ways in the parish of Albuquerque was
complete, with all but one parishioner
buried outdoors. In 1848. the only burial recorded inside the church was that
of Isabel Lujan. who died at the a~e of
78. Her burial cost 25 pesos , considerably more than the average burial cost
of one to two pesos. 55 Increasingly.
only those who could afford to pay
Iarqe amounts for burial were able
maintain the traditional practices.
Nowhere is this shift more evident than
in the once querulous parish of Santa
Cruz de la Canada. In 1850. durinq his
visit to New Mexico , Bishop Zubiria
made a note in Santa Cruz's burial book
grantin~ the priest the right to bury
people within the church if the mourners requested this service and were able
to pay the cost: between 18 and 25
pesos. depending on where in the nave
the survivors wished to inter the
dead. 56 As a result of the cemetery
reforms. Hispanos actually came closer
to the more hierarchical burials of
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Spain and Mexico than previously.
when virtually everyone was buried in
the church. While wealth was not the
only criteria for burial location. as
priests increasingly adhered to the
cemetery reforms. wealth and status
began to playa greater role in determining burial location.
Since the beginning of the reform
movement. enforcement of the regulations was selective rather than universal. contingent on local conditions, the
inclination of the parish priest, and to a
lesser degree. the identity of the
deceased. At the nexus of public law
and faith . in this most intimate and
intensely personal of matters. it took
considerable ecclesiastical and civil
effort to change New Mexican customs.
Hispanos employed resistance that varied according to the local climate.
Priests were slow to implement and
enforce the cemetery reforms due to
their immediate financial concerns and
the unpopularity of the measure.
Another mechanism for resistance. but
one that is impossible for the historian
to conclusively document, is the falsification or deliberate ambiguity of burial
records.57 Outright opposition ranged
from Santa Cruz's letter of protest to
violence, as in the case of the 1837 Rio
Arriba rebellion when rebels in Santa
Cruz and Taos forced their parish priests
to bury the dead within the church.
Another means of subverting the law
was the use of private chapels for burial. Finally. resistance could take the
form of a family exerting pressure on
their local prelate to scorn the law. as
was the case in Santa Fe in 1822 . when
a man's corpse went unburied for days
because his survivors insisted that he be
buried in the church.58
In New Mexico, individuals and communities resisted and negotiated . seeking for their dead a comfortable space
somewhere between tradition and the
modernizing tenets of the state,
between the spiritual and the temporal.
However reluctantly. change did finally
come to northern New Mexico's parishes. By the end of the Mexican period.
Albuquerque routinely buried its
corpses in the campo santo. Lacking
doctors and frequently the prey of epidemics, perhaps Albuquerque officials
were attempting to take what limited
control of public health that they could.
Although the dead were stilI present in
the church during the funeral mass.
they were now qUickly exiled to the
newly consecrated burial grounds .
Decades of resistance and negotiation
effectively ended with the centuries-old
practice of sub-floor burial reserved for
only the most well-connected and
wealthy. Concern for public health and
hygiene had replaced spiritual salvation
as the preeminent issue in burial. and
the baroque focus on proximity to the
saints for the spiritual welfare of the
dead had been substituted with notions
of safeguarding the material world of
the liVing. No longer integrated. the
worlds of the living and the dead would
grow in distance until cemeteries eventually came under civil authority by the
end of the nineteenth century.

Notes
1. All quotes are the author's translation. with
the oris;;inaI Spanish noted. SpeIfinl;? and capitalization reflect modern usa~e althouSJh words no
longer in use remain as in the documents . "Es
constante que en todos los habitantes de esta
feli~resia reyna un gen eral discontento, y disconsuelo ..." Ayuntamiento of Santa Cruz de la
Canada to Manuel de Jesus Rada. Santa Cruz de
la Canada . Aug . 28. 1825, Archives of the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe. (abbreviated hereafter
as AASF) Loose Documents. Mission. reel 54. f.
692-694.
2. In referring to "Hisp a n os." the author means
Hispanic New Mexicans. Although the literature
on Latin America is more limited than that available for Spain . some excellent treatments of the
cemetery reforms and related issues include:
Irma Barriga Calle. "La experiencia de la muerte
en Lima . siSJlo XVI!," Apuntes 31 (Se~undo
Semestre 1992), 8 1-102. Silvia Cogollos Amaya y
Martin Eduardo Vargas Poo . "Las discusiones en
torno a la construcci6n y utilidad de los 'dorm i-
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tori os ' para los rnuertos (Santafe. finales del siqlo
XVIII) ." in lnquislclon , muette y sexualidad. ed.
Jaime Humberto Borja Gomez (Santa Fe de
Bogota : Editorial Ariel-CEJA , 1996) . 143-67,
Antonio Garcia-Abasolo . La vida y la muette en
Indies . cotdobeses en America (siglos XVI-XVIII)
(Publicaciones del monte de la piedad y Caja de
Ahorros de Cordoba , Spain . 1992). Juan Javier
Pescador. De beutizedos a iieles dliutitos. Familia
y memalidades en una partoquie urbana : Santo
Catarina de Mexico. 1568-1820. (Mexico City: El
Coleqlo de Mexico. 1992). Joao Jose Reis . A
mane uma teste. rims iiuiebres e revolts popular no Brasil do seculo XIX (Sao Paulo: Editora
Schwarcz Ltda .. 199 I). Joao Jose Reis. "Death to
the Cemetery': Funerary Reform and Rebellion
in Salvador. Brazil. 1836." in Riots in the Cities:
Popular Politics and the Urban Poor in Latin
America. 1765-1910. eds. Silvia M. Arrom and
Servando Ortoll (Wilmin~ton. DE: Scholarly
Resources Inc .. 1996).97-113. Anne Staples. "La
lucha por los muertos." Dteloqos 13:5 (Sepr.-Ocr.
1977). 15-20. Jose Herrera Tamayo, La tnuette en
Lima. 1780-1990 (Lima : Universidad de Lima .
facultad de Ctencias Humanas, 1992), Juan
Pedro Viqueira. "El sentimlento de la muerte en
el Mexico ilustrado del siglo XVIII a traves de dos
textos de la epoca." Relaciones 2:5 (Winter 1981),
27-63, and Veronica Zarate Toscano. "Los nobles
ante la rnuerte en Mexico : Actitudes . ceremonias
y memoria. 1750-1850" (Ph .D. diss .. El Coleqio de
Mexico, 1996).
3. As late as 1820 in Mexico City. cemeteries had
not been removed to suburban areas. Although
during an epidemic corpses were not allowed to
be buried in the churches. "as soon as the epidemic had run its course the people reverted to
their previous practice." Donald B. Cooper.
Epidemic Disease in Mexico City. I 761-1813: An
Administrative. Social. and Medical Study (Austin :
University of Texas Press, 1965). 27. Several case
studies from Spain indicate that even here. there
was considerable intransigence on the issue of
burials. See Jose Manuel Lopez Gomez . Salud
publica y medicine en Merida . 1700-1833 (Merida.
Spain: Consejo Ciudadano de la Biblioteca
Publica Municipal Juan Pablo Forner. 1990) and
Diego Peral, La salud publica en Zafra en el siglo
XIX (Badajoz. Spain: Ilniversidad de Extrernadura.
1993). Closer to New Mexico, durinq an 1825 epidemic in Chihuahua. authorities worried about
buryins;; the dead within churches. indica tins;; that
the reforms had not yet been implemented .
Archivo Historlco del Arzobispado de Durango.
Mexico (abbreviated hereafter as AHAD). reel 482.
f. 733-740.
4. New Mexico fell under the jurisdiction of the
Diocese of Durango until 1850.
5. "Cemenrer ios ventllados" was how Spanish
law designated these cemeteries on the outskirts
of towns.
6. See part I of Philippe Aries . The Hour of Our
Death. trans. Helen Weaver. (New York: Oxford
University Press. 1991). Aries actually distinQuishes between burial spud ecc!esiam. (burial
within the church in order to be near the sacrifice of the mass) . and burial ad senctos (burial
within the church in order to be in proximity to
the saints) . See also Domingo Gonzalez Lopo .
"La actitud ante Ia rnuerte en Ia Galicia occidental de los siQlos XVII Y XVIII ." in Aetas del If coloquio de metodoloqie histories epliceds. La documentecion notarial y la historie. (Santiago de
Cornpostela. Spain: llnlversidad de SantiaSJo de
Compostela. 1984). 125-37 and Maria Jose de 1a
Pascua Sanchez. "La solidaridad como elemento
del 'bu e n morir' . La preparacion de la muerte en
el si$Jlo XVIII (El caso de Cadiz)." in Muerte. religiosidad y cultura popular siglos XIII-XVIII. ed .
Eliseo Serrano Martin (Zara~oza, Spain :
Institucion Fernando el Catolico, 1994). 343-364.
7. Martin Eduardo Var$Jas Poo and Silvia
CO)Jollos Amaya , "La teolo)Jia de la muerte: Una
visi6n espanola del fen6meno durante los siS6los
XVI al XVIII." in lnquisicion . muerte y sexualidad.
ed. Jaime Humberto Borja G6mez (Santa Fe de
BOgota: Editorial Ariel-CEJA. 1996), 117-142.
8. "The cemetery is enclosed by a rather hiS;;h
adobe wall which has three gates. It begins at
the front corner on the Epistl e side and finishes
the enclosure beyond the porter's lodge. It is
now obVious that the church is inside the cemetery...." Francisco Atanasio Dominguez . The
Missions of New Mexico. 1776. trans. and ed .
Eleanor B. Adams and Angelico Chavez
(Albuquerque: UniverSity of New Mexico Press.
1955), 146.
9. Eire notes that in sixteenth-century Madrid .
sub-floor burial in a church . monastery chapel
or cloister was commonplace. In fact . "Like so
many other Spanish cities. Madrid had no outdoor graveyards or cemeteries in the sixteenth
century." Carlos Eire . From Madrid to Pur~atory.
The Arc and Craft of Dyin~ in Sixteenth-Century
Spain (CambridSJe : Cambrids;;e University Press.
1995), 91. Outdoor cemeteries in other areas of
Spain were associated with Jewish and Moslem
converts. whom authorities feared held ceremonies in the cemeteries not in keeping with
Catholic rites. As a result. the provincial church
Council of Granada in 1565 banned burials in
ce m e te ries. Eire. From Madrid to Purgatory. 92.
10. See Pamela Voekel, "Peeing on the Palace:
Bodily Resistance to Bourbon Reforms in Mexico
City," Journal of Historical Sociology. 5:2 (June
1992). 183-208 .
1 I. Cogollos and Vargas. "Las discusiones." 147.
12. "Consta por la experiencia que la )Jeneraci6n
de la peste nace de la corrupcion de los cadaveres. 0 putrefaccion intensa fetidissima de
algunos estanques que cuanto por eI efecto de
ventilacion se elevan va pores venenosos. corruptivos y quitan del medio al viviente."
Co~ollos and Var)Jas, "Las discusiones." 150.
13. Cogollos and Vargas. "Las discusiones." 156.
14. See Marcela Davalos. Basura e JIustracion: la
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Iimpieza de la Ciudad de Mexico

a fines del siglo

XVIII (Mexico City: INAH. 1997) and Cooper.
Epidemic Disease. for discussions of urban waste

management and public health policies in New
Spain's capital City. See also Jose Manuel Lopez
Gomez. Salud publica.
15. Novisime recopilecton de las leyes de Espana
dividida en XII libtos. mandada formar por el
Senor Don Carlos IV. Torno I. Libros I y II
(Madrid, 1805). 18-19.
16. Although the decree is not on record as havins;; been received in New Mexico. the tremendous loss of colonial New Mexican documents is
likely responsible for the decree's absence in
New Mexico archives. Furthermore. recordkeepin)J was hil!lhly inconsistent in New Mexico's
parishes. The absence of the decree in survrctnq
documents in no way disproves the decree's
arrival.
17. Indeed, in 1798 the viceroy of New Spain
received a letter from Madrid complaining of the
overwhelming lack of response to this decree .
18. "Y l.quanto puede montar haciendo un prudente calculo del costa de cada uno. bien sea de
piedra. 0 bien de adobe?" Francisco Gabriel de
Olivares y Benito to parishes of New Mexico,
Durango, July 12, 1799, AASF. Patentes Book V.
1745-1810, Albuquerque. reel 40. f. I 124-1125.
19. Jose Bivian de Ortega to Francisco Gabriel de
Olivares y Benito. Santa Fe. June 18. 1800. AHAD.
reel 203, f. 786-788 .
20. "y aunque fuera exeslva. creo de nada
sirvlera. por cuanto esta su pavlrnlento. tan
cubierto de ossa menta, que ya no hay lu~ar, que
se rornpa, que deje de salir gran fetor abominable ." Jose Mariano Rosete to Francisco
Gabriel de Olivares y Benito. Santa Cruz de la
Canada. Apr. 26. 1800. AHAD. reel 203. f. 791-792 .
21. The difference between cementetio (cemetery) and campo santo (literally. "holy field") in
colonial New Mexico is unclear. While the terms
are sometimes used Interchangeably, some
records distlnqutsh between the two. The distinction seems to be based in location -- the cemetery beinq adjacent to and in front of the church
and the campo santo adjacent but to the side of
the church . That the new cemeteries were
labeled "ve n tila ted cemeteries" also implies that
"ce m e tery" had a meaning distinct from the
"ve nt ila te d " cemetery. Although ventilated
cemeteries were by definition to be located a
considerable distance from population centers.
Hispanos seemed to consider adherence complete if they simply buried the dead outside of
the church.
22. Jose Mariano Rosete to Francisco Gabriel de
Olivares y Benito. Santa Cruz de la Canada. Apr.
26. 1800. AHAD. reel 203. f. 791-792 .
23. "Haciendo entender a los curas el merito .
que contraeran en contribuir a tan loable fin . no
siendo otro el rnio , que el mayor decoro. y
decencia de los templos. y de la salud publica .
que tanto me Interesa ..." Real cedula sobre
estableclmiento de cementerios fuera de poblado. en Indias. Aranjuez, May 15. 1804. Archive
General de Ia Nacion. Mexico (hereafter referred
to as AGN). Ramo Reales Cedulas Oriqinales. vol.
192, expo 55. f.2.
24. The author examined all extant (158) New
Mexico wills from 1760-1850. in the Spanish
Archives of New Mexico (hereafter referred to as
SANM) and in the New Mexico State Records
Center and Archives. Santa Fe (hereafter abbreviated as NMSRCA).
25. Some testators requested simply "the most
humble buriaL" or left the decision up to their
heirs. In this same period . only seven individuals
(just under six percent) requested a cemetery
burial.
26. "Que mi cuerpo sea sepultado en la ilJlesia
paroquial a nuestro padre San Fransisco de esta
villa de Santa Fe en el altar de San Antonio ." Will
of Juana Romero, CienelJuiIla. Nov. 8, 1762.
SANM!, reel 4, f. 1145-1148 .
27. Will of Feliciana Paula Ortiz y Bustamante.
Santa Fe. Mar. 4, 1815. SANM I. reel 4. f. 413-434.
28. ArchaeoloSJical evidence sulJgests that durinlJ
the colonial remodeling of Santa Fe's parish
church. burials were remOved from beneath the
altar and elsewhere and were reinterred in the
reduced nave. where archaeologists Bruce Ellis
and Stanley Stubbs in 1957 found a "d e e p mass
reburial." Ellis, Bishop Lamy's Santa Fe
Cathedral. 161.
29. Cortes to Viceroy of New Spain (Felix Maria
Calleja del Rey) . Isla de Leon. Nov. II. 1813.
AGN. Ramo Reales Cedulas Originales. '1701. 209.
expo 197. f.276 .
30. Real cedula para que los Vice-patronos y
Prelados diocesanos de los reinos de las Indias e
Islas Filipinas procedan de comun acuerdo al
arreli/lo de cementerios y reforma de los abusos
que se noten ." palacio . Apr. 16. 1819. AASF.
Patentes, reel 47. f. 609-610 and AGN. Ramo
Reales Cedulas OriS;;inales. '1701. 220 . expo 154. f.2.
31 . "se pulta nd o en una sola zanja seis . ocho y
hasta diez sin division de sexos. enterrandose los
sacerdotes seculares y reS6ulares con los que no 10
son en un mismo lu~ar y recinto, y confundiendo los cadaveres y respetables cenizas de los
ungidos del Senor con los demas, contra 10 que
est mandado y previenen los sagrados ritos..."
Real cedula para que los Vice-patronos y
Prelados diocesanos." palacio, Apr. 16, 1819,
AASf. Patentes. reel 47. f. 609-610 and AGN, Ramo
Reales Cedulas Originales. vol. 220. expo 154. f.2.
32. "Real cedula para que los Vice-patronos y
Prelados diocesanos." palacio, Apr. 16. 1819.
AASf. Patentes. reel 47. f. 609-610 and AGN.
Ramo Reales Cedulas Originales. vol. 220 . exp o
154. f.2.
33. "Ademas quede aIgun terreno sobrante para
ocurrencias extraordinarias." Real cedula para
que los Vice-patronos y Prelados diocesanos."
palacio. Apr. 16, 1819. AASF. Patentes. reel 47. f.
609-610 and AGN . Ramo Reales Cedulas
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Oriqtnales. '1701. 220. exp o 154. f.2.
34 . In 1821. Spain's Neqocisdo de Sanidad indicated that the issue of ventilated cemeteries was
"of deep personal importance to the king." AGN.
Ramo Reales Cedulas Oriqlnales. vol, 226 . expo
10, f.17.
35. "Y la fidelidad que debemos a nuestro soberano ." Juan Francisco Marquez de Castaniza to
New Mexico parishes, Duranqo. Dec . 6. 1819.
AASF. Patentes. reel 47. f. 611-612 .
36 . "Q u ie re tambien que Vosotros les haqa
entender el justo aprecio que deben merecerles
los cementerios sa~rados. los sufragios que en
ellos mismos se aplican par los dlfuntos, cuyas
cenisas descansan en enos y que stto dos formaremos una idea verdadera de la muerte y de
la nada de nuestro cuerpo, nos seria indiferent
que sepultase en tal 0 tal luqar siendo saqrado y
nuestras aImas se hallarian delante de Dios con
el rnerito de haver obedecido 10 que nos manda
el Rey que el mismo Senor nos ha dado para que
nos lJobierne ." Juan Francisco Marquez de
Castafiiza to New Mexico parishes. Durango Dec.
6, 1819. AASF. Patentes, reel 47. f. 611-612.
37. "Cuan indecoroso es que en el ternplo del
Senor que deberiamos adornar con las mas
exquisitas de nuestras alajas y perfumar con los
mas finos inclensos, se advlerte las indecencias
bastantemente frecuentes por desqracia de tropesas con los huesos de los difuntos en las iglesias y
no poderse asistir a elIas . por el hedor de los cada
vezes corrompidos a que es conslsulente la de los
aires que respiran y exponen constanternente la
salud de los pueblos." Juan Francisco Marquez de
Castaniza to New Mexico parishes. Durance. Dec.
6,1819. AASf. Patentes. reel 47. f. 611-612 .
38. Also like Olivares. Castafilza concluded his
expositlon by demandtnq that each parish send
him a detailed account of parish burial practices. including the precise distance of the new
cemeteries from existing population centers.
Where ventilated cemeteries had already been
established, the bishop sought information on
resulting problems. including church income.
39. The letter from Santa Cruz, dated August
1825. notes that the decree had arrived four
years and five months prior. or March 1821.
Ayuntamiento of Santa Cruz de la Canada to
Manuel de Jesus Rada, Santa Cruz de la Canada .
Aug . 28. 1825. AASF Loose Documents, Mission.
reel 54. f. 692-694.
40. Both of these cemetery burials were of
infants.
41. Burials outside the church were less expensive than those within the church, and in liQht of
this shift, church income was waning.
42. "pues muy poco son los que rnueren . pocas a
ninqunas pestes se advlerten por la naturalmente sano del pais..." Ayuntamiento of Santa
Cruz de la Canada to Manuel de Jesus Rada.
Santa Cruz de la Canada . Aug . 28. 1825. AASf.
reel 54. f. 692-694 .
43. "...a est os infelizes les resultara graves dafios
por estar tanto tiempo dentro del hieIo trabajando ..." Ayuntamiento of Santa Cruz de la Canada
to Manuel de Jesus Rada. Santa Cruz de la
Canada. AuS;;. 28. 1825. AASf. reel 54. f. 692-694.
44. Ayuntamiento of Santa Cruz de la Canada to
Manuel de Jesus Pada. Santa Cruz de la Canada,
Aug . 28. 1825. AASf. reel 54. f. 692-694 .
45. Having first arrived in Santa Cruz in April
1821. Rada was a relative newcomer to Santa
Cruz. However. he was not new to the issue of
cemetery reforms. Just prior to his presence in
New Mexico . he was the parish priest in Canelas.
Sonora where he also voiced his displeasure
with the cemetery reforms.
46. "Siendo una de mis primeras obligaciones...
procurar en todo este territorio la ereccion de
cementerios ventilados que con tanta repetici6n
se ha mandado ..." Agustin Fernandez San
Vicente to priests and ministers of New Mexico,
Santa Fe. May 10. 1826. AASf. Patentes. LXIX-92 .
reel 48. f. 144 and AASF Loose Documents.
Mission 1826. n . 25 reel 54. f. 783.
47. A~ustin Fernandez San Vicente to priests and
ministers of New Mexico. Santa Fe. May 10. 1826,
AASf. Patentes. LXIX-92. reel 48. f.144.
48. "Para evitar de esto modo los males que ha
tenido presente el gobierno aI tiempo de expedir
sus citadas resoluciones..." Agustin Fernandez
San Vicente to priests and ministers of New
Mexico . Santa Fe. May 10. 1826. AASf. Patentes .
LXIX-92 . reel 48. f. 144.
49. "el objeto principal. que es reservar a los
pueblos de la corrupcion ..." Jose Luis Rodriguez
to Jose Francisco Leyva . Santa Fe. June 1O. 1826,
AASf. Loose Documents. Mission . 1826. n .l I. reel
54. f. 753-754 .
50. "Es necesario que Vesa se pon~a de acuerdo
con ese iIlustre ayuntamiento constitucional, y
que apure par su parte quantos arberon Ie dicte
su prudencia . a fin de que tenga puntual
cumplimiento la circular expedida por este gobierno en 10 del ultimo Mayo . Que si sepultaron
alQuna difuclatades, a v. como parroco pertenece
el aIIanarias por medio de exortaciones prudentes hacia sus felis;;resas. haciendoles ver eI
beneficia que a todos resultara de la continuacion del campo santo en un sitio ventilado"
Jose Luis RodriQuez to Jose Francisco Leyva ,
Santa Fe. June 10. 1826. AASf. Loose Documents.
Mission . 1826. n.ll. reel 54. f. 753-754 .
51. Vice president to Jose Antonio Laureani de
Zubiria . Mexico City . Apr. 23. 1833, AASF
Patentes. reel 49. f. 255-256 .
52 . Vice president to Jose Antonio Laureani de
Zubiria . Mexico City . Apr. 23 . 1833 . AASF
Patentes. reel 49. f. 255-256.
53 . Albuquerque burial books examined are
located in the AASF. reel 34. The parish included
the populations of Alameda to the north and
Tome to the south, and therefore some of these
burials actually took place within the churches
or cemeteries of these communities.
(continued on p. 5 col. 1..-)
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The Historical Society of New Mexico
$1,000 History Scholarships
The Board of the Directors of the
Historical Society of New Mexico (HSNM),
continues two scholarships $1.000.00
each to be awarded annually to an undergraduate student and a ~raduate student,
respectively, majorinq in History in any of
New Mexico's colleges or universities.
THE ALBERTSCHROEDER
SCHOLARSHIP fOR
UNDERGRADUATE HISTORY
MAJOR S 1.000.00

Chairman. HSNMScholarship Committee
P.O. Box 1912,
Santa Fe. NM. 87 50 4

THE MYRAELLEN JENKINS
SCHOLARSHIP FOR GRADUATE LEVEL
HISTORY MAJORS. S 1.000.00
Fort Selden in early 2000. (Conron & Woods Archi tects Collection)

7) The most serious threats to Fort
Selden are environmental factors. These
include the natural elements. mostly
wind. rain , and sun that contribute to
the erosion of the dwellings . The fort is
also in danger due to lack of money to
help the rehabilitation of the structure.
8) Since last year. Fort Stanton is no
longer a women's prison , and its status
is uncertain . This year, the Ieqislature
approved a planninq ~rant for the facility, but a current lack of adequate maintenance of the structures and the infrastructure exists.
9) With the Hispanic Heritage of
Northern New Mexico, the tangible
resources such as the plazas at
Chimayo, Las Trampas, and Santa Cruz
as well as associated sites and cultural
landscapes are deterioratinq. or being
altered and removed . The intangible
resources such as language. faith. and
folklore are also threatened by the
chances takin\6 place in northern New
Mexico.
10) The Kneeling Nun is threatened
by encroachment from the nearby
Phelps-Dodge open pit copper mine. As
the mine expands, the Kneeling Nun

miqht topple. Phelps-Dodqe does have
a preservation plan in place for the formation, but concerns persist about the
formation's safety.
11) Three major factors threaten the
Mesquite Historic District. Many of the
structures are over 100 years old and
have faIlen into a state of disrepair and
decay. Over the last thirty years , the
neighborhood has slowly succumbed to
social decline, out-rntqration. crime,
drugs, and economic conditions that
have taken a toll on cultural identity.
Current economic conditions discouraQe many homeowners from investinq
time and money to preserve and renovate their historic homes.
Preservation orqanizarions around
the state are iocusinq on the threats to
the historic places on the list. To find
out how you can help, please contact
the New Mexico Herttaqe Preservation
Alliance at 505/989-7745 or Dr. Jon
Hunner at New Mexico State University.
505/646-2490.

-JH

Jon Hunner is Di rec to r. Public Hi story
Program . Departm ent of History. MSC 5H.
New Mexic o Stat e Uni versity . Las Cruces.

54 . Archaeoloqical e vid en ce from Santa Fe's

Guada lupe Church . for ex a m ple. demonstrates
th e o n!i?o i n ~ practice of sub-flo or burials. Papers
o f Edward C. Cro ck er. Santa Fe. pa ssim .
55 . Albuquerque burial bo ok . Jan . 17. 1848 .
AASF. re el 34. f. 901 .
56. Since New Mexico had passed into U.S. co ntrol. Zubirfa noted that th e former law s no
lo nger appli ed . He mad e it c lea r th at these funds
fro m sub-floor burials wer e to be kept separate
and used for repairs of th e c h u rc h and its d eco rat ions. Very few people wer e wil1inlJ o r able to
pay th ese hiqh costs for burial. and only o ne
per son was interred in th e c h urc h in the period
from 1850-1853 . Jos e Anto nio Laurean o d e
Zubir fa . Sept. 17. 1850. Sa nta Cruz de la Canada
burial bOOR. AASF. reel 39. f. 1127-1128 .
5 7. This hypothesis is supported by the limited
ar chaeoloqical rec ord. which dates numerous
burials (from 1816 -18 52) in Santa Fe's Santuario
d e Guadalupe. for ex a m ple . Se e Edward C.
Croc ke r, Excavation s at Setuuetio de Guadalupe
Interim Reports: The Icon ogr aph y. City of Santa
Fe. n.p .. 1991. According to E. Boyd . folklore in

las Trampas sU!i?!i?ests that su b-floo r burials took
place in se cre t as lat e as 1905 . E. Boyd . Popular
Arts of Spanish New Mexico (Santa Fe : Museum
of New Mexic o Press. 197 4). 446 .
58 . Father Juan Tomas Terrazas. formerly of
Sa nta Cruz . finall y wo n o u t alJa ins t the wishes of
th e family Santa Fe burial book 52. May 23. 1822.
AASf
-MEW

Martina E. Will
Martina E. Will holds a B.A. and a M.A. from
th e University of Virginia and the University of
Californ ia-San Di ego. respectively. Her dissertation . "God Gives and God Takes Away:
Death and Dying in New M exi co . 1760-1850. "
is under consideration by The Johns Hopkins
Uni versity Pr ess. The Myra Ellen Jenkins
Scholarship will allow Ms. Wi// some rim e
away from her job as a consul tant to work on
articles for Catholic Southwest and a forthco m ing anthology by Routledge Press. In additi on to her on going interest in death and
dying. her resear ch interests incl ude history of
m edicine and religion - and th e intersection
of the fields . Martina E. Wi// earne d her Ph.D.
in Latin American History at the University of
New Mex ico in May 2000.

The scholarships will be awarded on
the basis of a competition for the best
scholary research papers dealing with
or relating to New Mexico history of the
Spanish, Mexican. or American periods.
The papers must represent ORIGINAL
RESEARCH by the candidates. includinlJ a si~nificant representation of primary sources. The subject of the
papers may address topics of New
Mexico history which are of interest to
the individual candidates.
The text of each paper must be at least
ten (10) paces in length, but not over
twenty (20) paces , exclusive of biblioqraphy. It must be typed. double-space, with
1 1/2-inch margins. A cover paze must be
attached statinq the candidate's name,
address, telephone number, and the
name and address of the colfeqe or university which the candidate is attending.
The candidate's name should not appear
on any other paces. The style of the paper
may follow any commonly-accepted
manual of style. A memorandum must be
included with the paper. affirming that
the candidate is an undergraduate history major or a ~raduate history major in a
New Mexico colleqe or university and
signed by a history professor at the college or university who is familiar with the
candidate's worR.

The Board of Directors of the HSNM
reserves the ri\6ht to reject any or all of
the papers submitted if they are [udoed
to be inappropriate or unworthy by the
Scholarship Committee and the deci sion of the Board of Directors of the
HSNM is final.
The winners of the Scholarship will be
notified in March. At that time , each winner will be asked to submit a brief biolJraphical sketch and a statement of historical interests or specialties. The winners will be expected to present their
papers at one of the Saturday sessions at
the HSNM annual conference if feasible.
The scholarship will be awarded at the
annual banquet on Saturday eveninq of
the conference, where the winners will be
the lJuests of the HSNM. In addition, the
HSNM will provide one nilJht's 10dginQ for
the winners at the location (city) of the
annual conference.
The winning papers may be published,
if deemed appropriate, in the HSNM's
publication. La Cronica. All papers submitted will be placed in an appropriate
repository's manuscript collection unless
specified otherwise by the writers.
The Scholarship Committee accepts
submissions at any time of the year. however. the deadline for 2001 scholarships
awards is January 10,2001.
For additional information. write to
the chairman of the Scholarship
Committee at the above address.
0

•••

•••
Notes continued from p. 4-

The scholarships will be awarded at
the HSNM annual conference in April.
Papers to be considered for the awards
must be mailed and postmarked by
January 10prior to the annual conference.
Candidates must furnish three (3) copies of
their paper to the chairman of the
Scholarship Committee at the followinq
address:

Raton Railroad Station
Receives Grant
The Great American Station Foundation on June 5 announced the recipients of its 2000 grant awards . which
totaled $250,000. Individual lJrants
ranged from $10,000 to $25.000.
John Robert Smith. Mayor of
Meridian . MS, and m ember of the
foundation's board (and of Amtrak's
board), said . "Station revitalization can
provide the spark that brines downtown back to life. Our station project
in Meridian has sparked over $10 million
in investment in our downtown at the
same time that it made our station a
center of community life."
The Raton. New Mexico AT&SF RR
Station was awarded one of the ~rants.
The station stillserves the Southwest Chief.
(National Association of Rai/ro ad Passengers
Newsle tter. Jun e 2000. Vol. 54. No.6)

•
Duane Anderson is Director
of the State Indian Museum
and the Laboratory of
Anthropology
Duane Anderson has been named
Director of the Museum of Indian Arts
& Culture/Laboratory of Anthropology
in Santa Fe. Both units are parts of the
Museum of New Mexico.
Mr. Anderson was most recently VicePresident of the School of American
Research, also located in Santa Fe. He
has been state archaeologist of Iowa and
has written several bOORS on anthropolo~y and museum studies.
0

Call for Nominations for
Society's Annual Awards
The Historical SOciety's awards , presented each year durmq the Annual
Conference, recognize outstanding
achievement in these cate gories:
The Paul A.F. WaIter Award for service to the society or its affiliates.
The Edgar Lee Hewett Award for
Service to the public.
The Dorothy Woodward Award for
education.
The Lansing B. Bloom Award for outstanding publication or series of publications by a society or institution (books,
monographs. newsletters, brochures.
Quides. etc .).
The Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award
for si~nificant contribution to the field of
history by individuals , organizations, or
institutions in the areas of fine arts, allied
professions. unorthodox but si~nificant
articles or books. exhibits,demonstrations.
series of events. etc.
The Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award
for outstanding publication by an individual or individuals (articles, monographs.
books, etc.)
The Fray Francisco Atanasio
Dominquez Award for historic surveys
and research.
The L. Bradford Prince Award for si~
nificant work in the field of historic
preservation. The award recognizes completed, or on-going work of preservation
and/or restoration on historic properties
in the state of New Mexico or of work performed by New Mexico professionals and
artisans on out-of-state projects.

We welcome nominations for these
awards . If you or your organization wish
to submit a nomination, please gather the
supporting data and send 2 copies to the
Society. Give fuJI details why the nominee should be recognized with the award .

Our jury can make a decision only on the
supporting data you provide . The nomi nation should include a description of
the accomplishments of the individual or
orcanizanon that is nominated for the
award . It should include reasons why the
nominee deserves to be considered for
an award . Nominations for the Bloom
and VillalJra awards should include
copies of the publications. Photographs
and thorough description and/or documentation should accompany nominations for the Twitchell and Prince awards.
The awards committee must have sufficient information to jud~e the merits of
the nominees and also to decide whether
an award should be ~iven .
Send nominations to the Historical
Society of New MexicoAwardsCommittee.
PO. Box 1912. Santa Fe, NM 87504.
Nominations should be postmarked no
later than Friday. December 8, 2000.
0
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Farm & Ranch
POW Use: 1943-1946
By Bob Hart and Cameron SaffeII. NMFRHM

The New Mexico farm & Ranch Herttaqe Museum is conductinq a ma jor research
and oral history project in preparation for an exhibit on the use of German and
Italian prisoners of war (POWs) during World War II. The exhibit will be titled
"Pernemberlnq When the POWs Were Here: Reflections on the Agricultural Home
front During World War 11." The exhibit. related publications, and presentations will
summarize the circumstances of why the POWs were here and how they came to
be used as aQ"ricultural laborers . New Mexico was home to approximately 10.000
POWs during the war in two major camps (Roswe ll and Lordsburg) and twenty
smaller branch ca mps. Two main camps in West Texas (Hereford and fort Bliss) a nd
three branch camps in EI Paso County also provided workers to New Mexico aqricultural producers.

' ~k

Hans Rudolph "Rudy" Poethig of RosweII. New Mexico was held as a POW in
Orchard Park near RosweIl. On the right is Walter Schmid from Germany who was
held as a POW in Las Cruces. (New Mexico Farm & Ranch Heritage Mus eum)

While the reasons why POWs were
in the fields is itself a fascrnannc story.
the Museum will be focusing on the
first-ha nd reports and recollections of
farmers , residents , and the POWs
themselves and the unique cultural
interactions that resulted . Many people
who are old enouqh to remember the
war often have some anecdote about
the POWs. Some remember seeinq
them singinQ" in the back of a truck on
its way to a field. Others recall workinq
in or near a POW camp. A farmer's
family at times would share extra food
with the prisoners. Through the oral
history project. the Museum is interviewing at least two dozen of these
individuals. including five POWs so far.
Some of these POWs still live in
Europe, while others moved to the U.S.
in the years following the war.
Though little is left today of most of
the camps. the POWs left other tangible reminders of their presence. The
camp headquarters in Las Cruces today
houses Human Systems Research. Inc..
an archaeological contract firm .
Churches in Dexter. N.M. and Umbarqer,
Tex.. are decorated with artwork and
windows designed and built by prisoners. The German-built iron cross in the
riprap of the North Spring River in
Roswell is now the centerpiece of a
POW-MIA city park.
The Museum is collaborating with
several local historians in order to
develop this project. Lordsburg teacher
Mollie Pressler first became interested
in the Lordsburg camp while Q"ettinQ" her
master's decree from NM Western
University and has pursued it ever
since. Roswell's retired Professor Elvis
Pleminq (ENMU) has worked with historian Ernestine Chesser Williams to iIIuminate the history of the local Orchard
Park camp. Dr. WolfQ"anQ" Schlauch of
Las Cruces. professor emeritus from
Eastern Illinois University. is studyinq
the two Las Cruces branch camps. And
a retired German military man, Peter
Buschdorf. is planning on usinQ" his economic impact studies of the El Paso
area camps for a Ph .D. at UTER
The Museum has also assembled an
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advisory panel of leadinq humanities
scholars for the POW project. Dr.
Arnold Krammer of Texas A & M is the
country's leadinq POW scholar and
head of the museum's advlsory panel.
Dr. Jake Spidle of UNM is the Ieadinq
state expert on World War II POWs. Dr.
Lewis Carlson. an emeritus professor
from Western Michigan University. is
nationally recognized for his POW oral
history expertise. And rounding out
the panel is Dr. R. David Myers of
NMSU, Acting Dean of the Library. a
labor historian .
During the coming year the Museum
will be intensively mterviewinq for the
exhibit. as well as locating materials to
be put on display. Should you have
material which would help tell this story
(photographs. diaries . letters, items
made by prisoners) or know persons
whose stories should be included in the
exhibit. please contact Project Director
Bob Hart or Aqrtcultural Historian
Cameron Saffell at (505) 522-4100.
The project work will culminate in a
major temporary exhibit at the New
Mexico farm & Ranch Heritage
Museum from January to June 2002.
Accompanying the exhibit will be a
symposium on POW use . co-sponsored
with the NMSU Department of History.
and at least one boola-length publication . The staff is also workinQ" to make
this the Museum's first travellinc exhibition. with stops planned for most of the
communities in New Mexico and West
Texas where POWs were housed. as well
as a larger-venue tour with stops across
the United States and. funding permittinQ", in Europe.
funding to date has come from the
New Mexico Endowment for the
Humanities. Historical Society of New
Mexico , Dona Ana County Historical
Society. and the New Mexico farm &
Ranch Heritage foundation. Additional
SJrants are pending. Should private individuals wish to help with a donation.
checks should me made out to the New
Mexico farm & Ranch Herttaqe
Foundation. stipulatlnq use for the POW
project.
-BH/CS

BOOKS:
Two B OORS from the
Unive rsity Press of Co lorado
(The following is excerpted from
Press Releases from the Llniversity Press
of Colorado.)
Santos: Enduring Images of Northern
New Mexico ViIIage Churches
Marie Romero Cash - 296 pa~es 221black & white photographs with a 16
paqe color insert.
Hardcover @ $39.95

In this new book Marie Romero Cash
provides an in-depth lnvesnqation into
the artistic heritage of the New Mexico
santero. Due to the difficulties of
obtainmq church ritual supplies. ei~h
teenth century Franciscans commissioned local artisans to construct decorative embellishments to adorn the
churches in the newly established missions in New Spain. These santeros, or
saint-makers, were settlers who had left
their native land of Mexico or Spain
and tmrmcrated to the remote area
now known as northern New Mexico.
By surveying the work of specific
santeros. Cash traces the history of
these indiSJenous artisans in the local
mission churches and churches from
the middle of the eiSJhteenth-century to
the end of the nineteenth-century. and
she examines the resurgence of this art
in the twentieth-century. Cash, a well
respected santero herself. offers a
unique perspective on the rellqious si~
nificance of santero art.
Richly illustrated, Santeros uncovers
numerous examples of unique santero
art. Alonq with photographer Jack
Parsons some 500 reteblos (panel paintings) , bultos (statues), altar screens. and
tinwork items were documented.
Accordingly to Ms. Cash, "The survey
was more a spiritual pilgrima~e than
routine documentation . for at times we
caught wonderful SJlimpses of the

essence of the eiSJhteenth-and nineteenth- century churches, their altars
and art, their artists and parishioners."
In addition to catalozinq these
pieces, Cash delves into the specific
artistic oriqins of this unique form.
identifylnq two previously nameless
major santeros. the eiSJhteenth-century
Novice and the Lacuna Santero. Cash's
extensive research into these formerly
"anonymous" artisans fills a SJap in the
study of santero art.

The San Luis Valley - Land of the SixArmed Cross. Second Edition.
Vir~inia McConnell Simmons. with a
Foreword by David fridtjof Halaas
364 paces, 6x9. 81 black & white photographs, 2 maps. 6 line drawinqs.
$24.95, paperback

first published in 1980. this work is the
definitive history of the San Luis Valley in
southern Colorado. In this completely
redesigned edition Vir~inia Mc Con nell
Simmons lays before the reader the voices and narratives of this multi-cultural
land. Spanning the history of the region
from prehistoric peoples and Native
Americans to early Spanish settlers, trappers. American explorers, railroads. and
Euro-Arnerican pioneers, the book
reveals many diverse stories that are
bound together by a unity of place.
New to the second edition is additional material on Hispanic culture-in
particular a description of their fiber
arts. The notes and btbhoqraphy have
been expanded , and the book contains
a new foreword by David fridtjof
Hala as. Chief Historian of the Colorado
Historical Society. In addition this second edition includes a Iencthy appendix catalo~in~ and describing the
names and histories of all the Hispanic
settlements in the San Luis Valley.

•••
John P. Wilson's

Islands in theDesert
in eBook Format
The UNM Press recently sent the following letter to Jo h n Wilson explaininq
the availability for reading on the
worldwide net:
'You may have been reading recently
about the development of electronic
versions of books (or eboozs) . which is
the latest opportunity for publishers to
sell bOORS to libraries who are moving
toward a diSJital collection for their customers. University of New Mexico Press
wants to ensure that libraries can buy
our books in whatever manner they
choose. so that your work can reach as
many readers as possible. Of course,
it's essential that we SJuarantee that an
ebook version of your book is secure,
cannot be pirated or spread on the web.
and that you receive royalties. just as
you do for the printed version .

To this end we have partnered with
netLibrary (http.www.netlibrerv.com) .
and I am pleased to inform you that
Islands in the Desert is now available in
eBooR format. NetLibrary makes the
ebooz available in the same way that
the printed book is available. If a
library buys the eBooR version. only
one user at a time can 'check out' the
ebooh. There is some anecdotal evidence
to su~~est that if there is a large
demand for a certain eBooR. librarians
may buy more copies of the printed
book. As copies of the ebooz are purchased from netLibrary, they will pay
us. We will account to you for the sale
exactly as if it were a printed copy. The
nice thin~ about this arrangement is
that even if your bOOR eventually ~oes
out-of-print in the printed version , it
will still be available as an ebooz."
Sincerely,
Peter Moulson
MarketinSJ Director

•••
Elmo L. Baca Named
Director of State
Historic Preservation
Division
Elmo Baca's appointment was effective on May 1 of this year. The Historic
Preservation Division is responsible for
admtntstrannq the National Register of
Historic Places for New Mexico and for
maintaining the State Re SJiste r of
Cultural Properties. In addition Baca
serves as the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) as mandated by the
Federal Historic Preservation Act of
1966. and its subsequent amendments.

Mr. Baca has an architectural deqree
from Yale University and studied for a
master's decree in historic preservation
at Columbia University. He also studied
in the master's proqrarn at UNM.
from 1994-1998. Mr. Baca served as
Director of the New Mexico Main Street
Pro~ram. In addition . Baca recently
returned from Italy where he was in residence as a Ska~~s foundation fellow
in Historic Prese rva tio n in th e
American Academy in Rome.
Mr. Baca's books incl ude: Santa Fe
Fantasy: Quest for the Golden City:
Romance of the Mission ; Rio Grande
High Style; and Native American Style to
name a few.

A FLASH Report

Historical Society of New Mexico
Speakers Bureau
The Historical Society of New Mexico earlier this year issued the ~uidelines for
the year 2000 . The Speakers Bureau has been established by the Society to make
available to the many local New Mexico historical societies a list of hiqhly qualified
speakers upon which they can call for their meennqs. or a special local function .
At present there are twenty three eminent historians on the Bureau's list able and
ready to present talks on a wide ranee of topics. The topics inc lude such titles as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Johnny Gringo in New Mexico: Kearny. Do nipha n , et al, 1846-1848"
"Spain and United States Independence"
"God, Guts, and the Guard: New Mexico's Heroic National Guard in World War II"
"The Ba ttle for Civil RiSJhts and the Formation of Los Alamos County"
"Hispanic Folk Tales of Witches and the Supernatural in the Pecos Valley"
"Spanish Colonial ASJriculture in New Mexico"
"From the Grand to the Ghostly. New Mexico's Historic LOdSJinSJs"
"The Civilian Conservation Corps in New Mexico. 1933-1942"
"The Difficult Lives of Rural Hispanic Women of the Rio Puerco Valley, 1912-1958"
"The Ma~ic West on Film"
"The Goodniqht-Lovinq Trail in History a nd Sonq" (with ~uitar)
"At Home on the Post : Life on Army Posts in Southern New Mexico and Arizona"

AND MORE!
For additional information contact the Speakers Burea u at HSNM, P.O. Box 1912.
Santa fe, NM 87504.

•• •

An important letter and appeal for funds

from the Historic Santa Fe Foundation
Foundation to buy important Santa Fe property
T he Histo ric Santa fe Foundation is faced with a unique and exci tinq opportunity
that I want to share with you.
As many of you know. the Foundation was ~iven the Donaciano Vi~il house on Alto
Street several years aSJo by its current owner, Charlotte White. Charlotte's house is a
wonderful example of a pro perty that. in the 19th ce ntury, included extensive farm
land and orchards. part of which extended alo nq the Santa Fe River. Charlotte and
her late companion, the sculptor Boris Gilbertson, lovingly restored the Vi~il property and the Foundation is fortunate to count this property as one under our care.
If there was a ny disappointment in takinSJ on the stewardship of the Vi~il house.
it was that the structure next door-of which there is some ev idence th at it was
once a part of a contiquous compound that included the ViSJil str uctures-was not
now part of the property owned by Charlotte and donated to the Foundation. A
courtyard that is a central focus of the ViSJil house is bordered on one side by a wall
of this next-door structure. and Charlotte clearly remembers boarded up doors and
windows that once opened up from the courtyard into this house.
This Spring the Foundation learned that the owner of this property next to the
ViSJil house. Mariano Garcia. was putting his house on the market. The Garcia house,
like the adjacent ViSJil house. is located in the historic Barrio de Guadalupe, named
after the nearby Guadalupe Church. Well into the twentieth century, the Barrio
remained a neiqhborhood of cultivated fields watered by a lattice of acequias . The
house da tes from before 1900 a nd is notable for its thick adobe walls and its Spanish
"linear" desiqn, with rooms placed in a line. one behind the other. The very existence
of these early aSJricultural compounds. and their role in showinq how families lived
in the early part of Santa Fe's history, is quicaly disappearing, if not already ~one.
After much deliberation, the Board of the Foundation decided the chance to p urchase the Garcia property should not pass without o ur taki nSJ action. Followtnq a
series of difficult neqotiations, the Foundation is now under contract to purchase
the Garcia house. That is why I'm writinSJ to you today. In order to finalize the purchase of the Garcia house and finance much-needed repairs-and at the same time
preservinq an important part of our city's history-I will need the financial support
of every member and supporter of the Foundation.
Funding the purchase of the Garcia house. and financinq basic renovations to make
the house habitable so we can rent the house for the time being. will completely
deplete the Foundation's Emerqency Acquisition Fund. In addition. we will need to
obtain a loan to cover the balance of the purchase and renovation cos ts. But. my hope
is that we will be able to raise much of the additional money needed from loyal and
SJenerous Foundation members like you. The more we are able to raise . before SJoin~
to the bank for a loan. the less indebtedness the foundation will assume. However.
time is ti~ht-we SJo to closing on the Garcia property in early AUSJust and must know
at that time what obliqations we have in the way of member contributions.
Tha t is why I'm askinSJ each and every foundatio n member to consider a contribution toward the purchase and renovation of the Garcia house of $50, $250 or even

,

T he Donaciano Vigil House
S 18 Alto Street
Drawing by Louann Jordan

T he Garc ia House
524 Alto Street

Two Society Officers
resign posts due to health
or work pressures
Paul Kraemer. Treasurer. and Austin
Hoover. Secretary have turned over their
responsibilities to their newly appointed
successors. E. Don ald Kaye has accepted
the task of Treasurer. John Porter Bloom
willserve as Secre tary. Both SJentlemenwill
serve out the terms of office of their predecessors. Jose Antonio Esquibel.willserve as
the First Vice-President of the Soc iety. the
position formerly held by Bloom .
In Paul's final report to the Board
members he stated. " I have been happy
to serve as your treasurer for the pas t four
years an d four months and I reqret that I
can no longer continue in that capacity.
However. I am pleased to report that neither the Cerro Grande fire nor my declininSJ vision have damaged the HSNM
financial records." Paul SJoes on to report
that the Society is financially sound and
that his records are in fine condition as he
turns them over to Mr. Kaye.
Austin Hoover has been a truly contributtnq member of the Boa rd of
Directors for many years. The press ures
of his work necessitated his resignation
from the demandinq office of Secretary.
This Editor and our Associate Editor
wishes them we ll.
- fPC/CL

•

John Gaw Meem
Designed Schools in
Santa Fe Threatened

iSJn o ra n c e of rehabilita tion options;
and public policies sla nted toward new
construction. to name a few.
As preservationists-and, in many
cases. as concerned parents, grandparents. au n ts a nd uncles of school-ace
children-we need to ask questions
and challenge conventional thinzinq.
To save America's older and historic
schools we need to share solutions and
SJet the word out that older and histo ric
schools can be successfully used for
years to come to educate our children
and future SJenerations.
(Articleby Rob Nieweq. senior proqram associate
in the National Trust's Mountain/Plains Office.
and Byrd Wood . manaqer of th e National Trust
forum . To find out more about other sites listed
on the Na tio na l Trust's 2000 list of Eleven Most
Endangered Places. ca ll (202)588-6013 or ch eck
out the NTHP website at wwwnthp.orq.
A Community Guide to Saving Older Schools.
a 32-pa~e boohl et documentinq successful projects
to keep old er schools in use . is available from
Preservation BOORS for $6. Check out their web site at wwwnthpboozs.org or call (202)588-6296).

While this editor agrees with Mr.
Niexoeq in the above article as it p er tains to the schools and the danger to
aII older school buildings, 1 do differ
with his statement that John Gaw Meem
"...crea ted Santa Fe's omnipresent
Territorial Revival arch itectural style".
Meem most certainly used the style
successfuIIy throughout his long and
productive career, but he did not "create" the style.
The revival of the
"Territorial" style began, along with the
Puebl o/Sp anish r evi val, earlier in the
century, even before Meem moved to
Santa Fe in the 1920s.
-fPC

•

The belief that new is better may
lead to the abandonment and demolitio n of four histo ric neiqhborhood
schools designed by John Gaw Mee m.
New Mexico's most prominent architect
who created Santa Fe's omnipresent
Territorial Revival architectural style.
Sa lazar. Alvord, Carlos Gilbert a nd
Acequia Madre Schools, all designed by
Meem and built between 1945 and
1953, have been designated "amenity
challenged" schools by the school distric t. Indeed, Meem's historic schools
have been condemned in a school dis trict report-published before the completion of a planned study of the historic schools-as "sch o o ls that can
never be bro ught up to standard
th rough renovation. reqardless of the
money expended." Given their "amenity challenged" label. the future is bleak
for these schools. In fact, Salazar
Elementary School. in the heart of the
Casa Alegre Neighborhood. is slated for
demolition by October 2000 .
As the above examples illustrate. the
threats to America's historic schools are
dauntinq, deferred maintenance; the
perceptio n that new is better and m o re
cost effective; building code deficiencies; population shifts; consolidation
into mega-schools and larger districts ;

Luther Wilson Named
Director of
University of New
Mexico Press
Luther Wilson, former Director of
UNM Press . and most recently Director
of the University Press of Colorado ,
Niw o t, has once aSJain been named
Dir e c t o r of t h e University of New
Mexico Press effective July 1. He
replaces Beth Hadas in this position.
Hadas has been Direc to r of UNM Press
for the last fifteen years after she
replaced Wilson in th at capacity. Hadas
will continue workin~ part-time with
UNM Press as acquisitions editor.

Tom Wilson Named
Interim Director of
Museum of New Mexico
Tho m as H. Wilson is serving as the
In terim Director of the Muse um of New
Mexico. He replaces Thomas Livesay
who resigned in April. Mr. Wilson is a
native New Mexica n. He was most
recently a research asso cia te for bo th
th e American Museum of Na tural
History in New York and the Field
Museum of Natural history in Chicago.

•• •
$1,000. Our ~oal is to raise at least $100,000 . We have commitments already of
nearly $50.000.
If fifty of our members maze a $ 1.000 gift. or 100 members make a $500 gift, our
SJoal will be met and the Foundation will remain in good financial he alth for the
future. I realize that this is a lot to ask. but it is rare that we have ~one to our membership for more than our modest annual dues. I'm hoping you can help us now
with this very important acquisition.
If you have been a part of the Sa n ta Fe community for very long. you have wit nessed dra matic changes in our town that have th rea te ned its histo ric na tur e. We
ca n' t possibly fiSJh t and stop all developmen t - and, quite frank ly. we wouldn't want
to . But we do have a responsibiliry to preserve what we can of o ur past and , as this
is at the very root of our mission . the Foundation takes this responsibility seriously.
I hope you aqree, a nd I truly hope you can help us at this time wi th a special
contributio n toward the purchase and renovation of the Garcia house. Simply complete the enclosed reply memo and return it to me along with yo ur contribution.
Than k you for your consideration of my request.
With Best Wishes.
Peter Wirth
Chairman
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Letter to the
Editors
Editors:
My latest edition of the New Mexico
Historical Society's newsletter has sent
m e to the dictionary in shock. How did
author Paul Kraemer ~et the loaded .
racist and completely unscientific term
"misceqenation" past your eaqle eyes?
The OED informed me that the
world is even more tendentious than I
had thought. The first occurrence in
the OED is from 1864. I'm sure the si~
nificance of the date will be apparent to
the youngest and most innocent student arnonq us . And it is in a title .
"Miscegenatton. The Theory of the
blending of the Races. applied to the
American White Man and Negro ..."
The second instance is from 1878.
Stanley's Dark Continent. "By this
process of miscegenation the Arabs are
already losinq their rich color."
The third is from 1889 : Boston
Journal 27 feb "Mtsceqenation in
Kentucky... the penalty for misceqenetion is three years' imprisonment."
1902 Pilot "Th e danger of 'misce~enation ' ... ouqht to warm us aqeinsr
mtroducinq Orientals to South Africa."
the rest of the entries of fi~urative and
derivative uses are in the same vein.
Talkin~ about La Raza Cosmica. intermarrlaqe and mterbreeding may be
Interestinq. (although it seems to me to
be lar~ely fueled by non-scientific racist
concerns. to prove to the locals that
they aren't REALLY white folks however
much they claim that status) but to use
this term. 'misceqenation', in the discussion is to reveal the bias so profoundly
that the piece should have been rewritten . Perhaps Mr. Kraemer is younq
enough to be born after the Civil Rights
movement and the end of Apartheid in
the South. but. as one who spent a childhood in the Jim Crow South and as the
mother of an Indian son . I feel that this
is irrelevant. It is important for the
Historical Society to maintain an historical perspective and educate the innocent. refute the racists and maintain the
intellectual mteqrlry of the profession.
Let us be sure that our discussions of
caste and clan are ~enuine sociological
studies and not tainted with vocabulary or Ideology from racist ar~uments.
Sincerely.
Olivia Tsosie
and a response:
Editors:
I am pleased to respond to Olivia
Tsosie's remarks: Madame. your riqhteous Indiqnatlon is misplaced. You are
misinformed concerrunq the issues you
raised. and you appear to have a misconception as to what constitutes scientific description . These three assertions
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1992 . 109: Claudio Esteva-Pabregat.
Mestizaje in Ibero-Ametice . Tucson :
University of Arizona Press. 1995. 24:
Are you suggesting that all of these
people are racists?
I am aware that purely descriptive
words can acquire necattve connotations. Words such as Republican .
Democrat. Catholic. Baptist. Southerner.
Texan. Homosexual. all have acquired
pejorative connotations by some
groups of people. Should we therefore
not use any such words?
To respond to your more personal
comments. I am afraid that I cannot
attribute my deficiencies to my youth. I
am 70 years old and. as a participant of
Martin Luther Ktnq's March on
Washin~ton in 1963. I think I know
something about the Civil Rights movement. As an experienced scientist. with
appropriate doctoral deqrees and
numerous publications in human biolo~y and ~enetics. I also think I know
something about the importance of
undersrandinq all aspects of human
ethnicity. You are ri~ht about one thin~
thouch . I do indeed believe it to be
important to educate" the white folks"
(as well as all other types of folks) that
their SJenetic makeup is probably not
what they think it is. The myth of racial
purity. exploited by people like Adolf
Hitler. has been completely debunked
by current research in ~enetics and
anthropology The Human Genome
Project. a collaborative international
effort. is makinq possible a detailed history of the human species. includinq the
identification of ~enes that relate to disease susceptibilities. Already. it is clear
that all of us have inherited ~enes from
a surprisinqly wide range of early
human races. It is recrettable that you
feel that research which we hope will
liberate the human species from much
irrational strife. as well as decrease truncated life spans is "largely fueled by nonscientific racist concerns ." Nothing
could be further from the truth.
Paul Kraemer
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State Land Office
Records Deposited
in Archives

State Museum
Losing Director
By Morgan Lee
Journal Northern Bureau

Santa Fe - State Museum of fine Arts
director Stuart Ashman will leave his post
July 21to become the first director of the
independent Spanish Colonial Arts
Society Museum to be built in Santa fe .
Ashman's departure from the
Museum of fine Arts. one of four museums in the Museum of New Mexico system. follows the recent resiqnation of the
museum system director Tom Livesay.
who clashed with the board of reqents at
the end of his tenure.
Ashman said Tuesday that his departure is an opportunity to lead a museum
in its infancy and to delve deeper into
early New Mexico culture.
"I don't have the kind of adverse relationships that Tom Livesay did - that's not
an issue for me." Ashman said Tuesday.
"It's an opportunity to ~et into the
heart and soul of New Mexico through
this material produced over 400 years."
he said. "To be at the foundinq level of a
museum is quite a coup."
Ashman was named director of the
Museum of Pine Arts in 1995. He leaves a
salary of $47.000 a year He declined to
specify his new salary.
The state employs 26 people at the
Museum of fine Arts. which has built
an endowment of nearly $1.5 million
since 1997 with the money from a ticketsharinq agreement with the Georgia
O'Keeffe Museum.
The Spanish Colonial Arts Society
plans to build a 26.000-square-foot
collections research center and seven
display ~aIleries at the site of the John
Gaw Meem House on Camino Lejo.
The Spanish Colonial Arts Collection
has about 3.000 artifacts dating back as far
as the 16th century. Much of the collection
is housed in the Museum of International
Folk Art Camino Lejo under an a~reement
that will expire in the time to stock the
Spanish Colonial Arts Museum.
Ashman ~rew up in Cuba and New
York City before studying art at the
Colleoe of New York .
"I was raised on Hispanic culture."
Ashman said. "Spanish is my first Iangua~e . I feel very close to this material. I
think it was a good fit."
(ABQ Journal Wednesday
June 2 1 - 2000 - C3)

Robert Torrez. State Historian

•

State Land Commissioner Ray Powell
transferred nearly one hundred volumes
of State land records to the State
Archives in february. Most are plat and
tract books that contain information
related to the lease of state trust lands
and the income produced by those leases for the various State institutions the
land is assigned to benefit.
The books date from the late
Territorial period. between 1903-1905 .

and cover Statehood up to the 1930s.
Commissioner Ray Powell and Deputy
Commissioner Dennis Hazlett. concerned that decades of use were threatening important records. invited the
State Records Center and Archives to
survey the a~ency's records and recommend measures to promote more effective records management and preservation of permanent historical land
records.
-RT
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of mine utilize words that include the
prefix. 'mis-' . This prefix means wronq,
wron~ly. bad or badly and has Anclo
Saxon and Middle Enqlish derivation. By
contrast. 'miscegenation' belongs to a
different ~roup of words that include
'miscellaneous' and 'miscible.' In these
words the 'mis ' derives from the Latin
word for mix . 'miscere.' Thus 'rnisceS6enation' simply means mixing of ~enes.
that is. it emphasizes the genetic component of ethnicity. It is purely descriptive
and does not imply whether the user
believes it to be ~ood . bad. or indifferent.
All of this is. it emphasizes the ~enetic
component by use of an appropriate
dictionary such as a recent Webster's
Unabndced Dictionary. In my view.
usin~ an old Oxford En~Iish Dictionary
in semantic arcument. as if it were ex
cathedra . is inappropriate because it carries a lot of archaic examples. as is clearly shown by the instances you cite.
The word 'miscegenation' is routinely used by scholars and scientists that
are interested in ethnictry and human
~enetics. The word mlsceqenation is
not unscientific; what is unscientific are
the archaic taboos a~ainst the practice
such as those listed in your old OED . It
is now accepted. and scientifically verifiable. that essentially all human populations are the result of continuous
racial crossing since prehistoric times .
from a bioloqlcal point of view. miscegenation is a highly desirable practice;
the bases for all of the legal and social
barriers to miscegenation have proven
to be invalid. On the contrary. inbreeding is clearly more deleterious . Some
examples of current usaqe of the word
'misceqenatton'
are:
Colin
M.
McLachlan & Jaime E. Rodriquez. The
Forging of the Cosmetic Race. A
Reinterpretation of Colonial Mexico
Berkeley: University of California Press .
1980. 359 ; Thomas E. Sheridan. Where
the Dove Calls Tucson: University of
Arizona Press. 1988. 235; CarIos
Fuentes. The Buried Mirror. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co .. 1992. 144; Robert
Ryal Miller. Mexico. A History. Norman :
University of Oklahoma Press. 1985. 94;
Patricia Seed. To Love. Honor. and
Obey in Colonial Mexico Stanford. CA:
Stanford University Press. 1988. 24 ;
Sarah Deutsch. "Landscape of Enclaves
- Race Relation in the West. 1865-1990"
in Under an Open Sky - Rethinking
America 's Western Past. William
Cronon. George Miles and Jay Gitlin .
editors. New York: WW Norton & Co.
1992. 117; Marc Simmons. "History of
Pueblo-Spanish Relations to 1821." in
Handbook of North American Indians
vol 9. Washin~ton . D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution . 1979. 192: Linda A. Newson .
"O ld World Epidemics in Colonial
Ecuador" in "Secret Judgements of
God" - Old World Disease in Colonial
Spanish America. edited by Noble
David Cook and W. George Lovell.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press.
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